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Your order consists of digitally printed Floor Graphics: printed media is 2mil. adhesive 
backed vinyl with a 10mil. UL slip resistant laminate on a 90lb. backer. On most floor 
graphics, due to the mil. thickness of the digital media and lamination,you will observe 
Channeling (separation from printed media and lamination from the backer paper) on 
the front (printed side.) Please do not be concerned when you observe this action, as it is 
due to rolling the graphics. Once you position the film to your substrate (floor) and begin 
removing the backer from the printed media, the vinyl will relax and lay flat on your 
substrate.

Clean the area in which the Floor Graphics will be applied: It is recommended to use 
99% Alcohol to remove dirt and surface wax. Allow the Alcohol to evaporate. Re-clean 
the area with standard foam window cleaner that is ammonia free. Allow it to dry. 
Position your graphics. If your order required panels (additional prints to complete the 
entire image), align each panel in sections according to the markings on the backer 
(Panel A to Panel 1.) Most panels are printed with a 1” overlap, therefore you will need 
to align all panels to assure the graphics will match from panel to panel. Once this 
process has been completed, you may begin installing your first panel. You will need to 
tape the top leading edge of the panel to the floor (3M masking tape works very well.) 
Apply half of the tape width on the top side of the print with the second half on the floor. 
Make multiple rolls of this process to have the panel secured to the floor to prevent 
movement. Upon completion, flip the panel over from the bottom to the taped top to 
locate the edge of the backer and slowly begin pulling the backer down carefully. Do 
not allow the media to make contact with the surface during this process. Remove at 
least 12“ of backer from the media, then slowly pull the media back over where you 
can see the complete top side of your graphics. Remember not to allow the media that 
you have removed from the backer to make contact with the floor. Once you have the 
full image back in position, you may begin to squeegee the print to the floor using a left 
to right motion across the face of the print. As you squeegee the print, slowly reach 
underneath the print and pull the back away from the media exposing the adhesive 
side. Continue this process until the entire panel is applied.

PREPARATION

Install the second panel in the same manner with one exception: you must align the 
second panel to the first panel on the top and also on the leading edge. First position 
the panel on the top and then move the panel left or right to match the graphics on 
panel one. Once this has been complete, hinge the top and repeat the installation 
process. You must follow this process on each panel to ensure all panels are matched 
and applied.

MULTIPLE PANELS


